2016-2017 Harvard Law School
Student Writing Prize Winners

**Addison Brown Prize**
- Ashutosh Ray, LLM 2017 for “Legal Profession Rules in International Arbitration: Hurdles to Harmony”

**Animal Law & Policy Program Prize**
- Jessica Eisen, SJD 3rd Year for “Animals in the Constitutional State”
- Greg Muren, JD 2017 for “A Prospective Analysis of the Regulation of Cultured Meat and Poultry”

**Victor Brudney Prize**
- Maxime Verheyden, LLM 2017 for “Public reporting by benefit corporations: importance, compliance and recommendations”

**Davis Polk Legal Profession Paper Prize**
- Daniel West, JD 2017 for “Finding the Lost Lawyer: Pro Bono Service as Continuing Education”

**Roger Fisher and Frank E.A. Sander Prize**
- Evan King, JD 2018 for “Artificial Negotiators”

**Yong K. Kim ’95 Memorial Prize**
- Hyeweon Kim, LLM 2017 for “Family, Conflict of Laws, and Multiculturalism: Is there a space for South Korean courts and lawmakers to recognize same-sex marriages duly celebrated in foreign jurisdictions?”
- Jieun Lim, JD 2017 for “Clarifying the Confusion—Outside Directors and Independent Directors in Japan”

**Islamic Legal Studies Program Prize on Islamic Law**
- Katherine Gonzalez, JD 2017 for “Unconstitutional Corporal Punishment? Hudud Penalties and the Tension Between Constitutionalism and Islamic Conservatism in Malaysia”

**Laylin Prize**
- Guillermo Garcia Sanchez, SJD 2017 for “To Speak With One Voice: The Political Effects of Centralizing the International Legal Defense of the State”

**LGBTQ Writing Prize**
- Maayan Sudai, SJD 3rd Year for “Arguing from Biological Ambiguity”
**Mancini Prize**

- Elena Chachko, SJD 1st Year for “Foreign Affairs in Court: Lessons from CJEU Targeted Sanctions Jurisprudence”

**Irving Oberman Memorial Prize: Bankruptcy**

- Christopher Healy, JD/MPP 2017 for “Local Duties and Resident Interests in Municipal Insolvency: Lessons from Detroit”
- Mathieu Kohmann, LLM 2017 for “Bankruptcy in the Age of Intangibility: The Bankruptcies of Knowledge Companies”
- Stefan Korch, LLM 2017 for “Chapter 11, Corporate Governance and the Role of Examiners”

**Irving Oberman Memorial Prize: Constitutional Law—Separation of Powers, Federalism, and the Fourteenth Amendment**

- Isaac Park, JD 2018 for “Congressional Prediction Under Section Five and the Separation of Powers”

**Irving Oberman Memorial Prize: Environmental Law**

- Karl Worsham, JD 2017 for “All I Do is Win: The No-Lose Strategy of CAFO Regulation Under the CAA”

**Irving Oberman Memorial Prize: Family Law**

- Flavia Xavier Annenberg, LLM 2017 for “Gender-based provisions in the United States and Brazil: Tensions between the anti-stereotyping doctrine and the positive discrimination approach”

**Irving Oberman Memorial Prize: Legal History**

- Thomas Snyder, JD 2018 for “Developing Privacy Rights in Nineteenth-Century German: A Choice between Dignity and Liberty?”

**Irving Oberman Memorial Prize: Intellectual Property**

- Parth Sagdeo, JD 2018 for “Application Programming Interfaces and the Standardization Value Appropriation Problem”

**Irving Oberman Memorial Prize: Law and Social Change**

- Maayan Sudai, SJD 3rd Year for “Revisiting the Limits of Professional Autonomy: The Intersex Rights Movement’s Path to Demedicalization”
John M. Olin Prize in Law and Economics

- Jeffery Zhang, JD 2017 for “Slipping through the Cracks: Detecting Manipulation in Regional Commodity Markets”

Project on the Foundations of Private Law Prize


Sidney I. Roberts Prize Fund

- Jeffrey Zink, JD 2017 for “Dynamic Scoring in Practice”

Klemens von Klemperer Prize

- Esamadeen Ibrahim, JD 2017 for “Civic Federalism as a Defense Mechanism in the Trump Era”
- Nathan MacKenzie, JD 2017 for “Offensive and Unconstitutional: Legal and Political Strategies for Defeating President Trump’s Muslim Immigration Ban”

Stephen L. Werner Prize

- Jared Rosenfeld, JD 2018 for “A Sense of Impending Crisis: Criminal Procedure Litigation to Protect Civil Rights in the Jim Crow Era”